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ABSTRACT

Sensors are becoming ubiquitous in everyday life, generating data at an unprecedented rate and scale. However, models that assess impacts of human activities on environmental and human health, have typically been developed in contexts where data scarcity is the norm. Models are essential tools to understand processes, identify relationships, associations and causality, formalize stakeholder mental models, and to quantify the effects of prevention and interventions. They can help to explain data, as well as inform the deployment and location of sensors by identifying hotspots and areas of interest where data collection may achieve the best results. We identify a paradigm shift in how the integration of models and sensors can contribute to harnessing ‘Big Data’ and, more importantly, make the vital step from ‘Big Data’ to ‘Big Information’. In this paper, we illustrate current developments and identify key research needs using human and environmental health challenges as an example.

© Crown Copyright 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Models have become widely used and indispensable tools to assess effects of environmental factors on human and ecosystem health. Applications include, but are not limited to, the modelling of environmental processes, such as the emission, dispersion and environmental fate of pollutants in atmospheric (e.g., Vieno et al., 2010, 2014), terrestrial and aquatic environments (e.g., Wu et al., 2014a,b; Perelman and Ostfeld, 2013), the quantification of human exposures to these pollutants (e.g., McKone, 1993; MacIntosh et al., 1995), the risks and public health burdens from exposures to environmental pollutants (e.g., Lim et al., 2012; Schlink et al., 2010), the dynamics of biomarkers in relation to drugs and pathogens, and the efficacy of efforts to control the consequences of these processes on human health (e.g., May et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2014b), and the quantification of stakeholder mental models for optimal decision making (Wood et al., 2012; Voinov et al., 2014; Boschetti, 2015). Models have important uses in examining the accidental or natural release of chemicals, radionuclides, volcanic
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ash, or pathogens in the environment. Generally, both physical process-based and statistical models are calibrated and validated against observed environmental data, which have traditionally been obtained from few, typically sparsely distributed routine monitoring stations, or from costly short-term field measurement studies. In both cases, the spatial and temporal performance of models is evaluated against relatively few directly measured data points.

Conversely, the capabilities and availability of cheaper, more sensitive and sophisticated sensors for gases, particulates, water quality, noise and other environmental measurements have improved and are enabling researchers to collect data in unprecedented spatial, temporal and contextual detail (Stocker et al., 2014). These sensors range from bespoke devices designed for specific applications, to those found on more mainstream personal devices, such as smartphones. In some cases, people may act as environmental sensors by reporting what they see, hear and feel by participating in the crowdsourcing of environmental conditions (Salathe et al., 2012). By leveraging widely available computing, networking and sensor technologies, many new sensor systems are relatively low-cost compared with technologies used in established monitoring networks. Low-cost sensing has the potential to broaden the scope of environmental measurements, both by improving the feasibility of larger scale monitoring networks and by empowering non-traditional researchers, such as community groups, environmental justice organizations and citizen scientists to participate in collecting environmental, biological and clinical data. Hence, new sensors may potentially solve the limitations of traditional environmental monitoring by improving data collection in currently under-monitored areas, including urban areas with large spatio–temporal variations in pollutant concentrations and exposures, as well as rural areas and developing countries where few conventional monitoring sites may be available. One challenge of ubiquitous sensing is a potential explosion of data collected by multiple groups for different purposes, with differing accuracy, precision and hence data quality. Advances in data science and data fusion are vital to enable researchers to make best use of the vast amounts of additional, heterogeneous measurement data. Environmental models will potentially play an important role in integrating these data as inputs to refine and quantify important environmental relationships and processes (Banzhaf et al., 2014; Galelli et al., 2014). Models may also benefit from having new data to use as calibration, validation, and assimilation points to improve the outputs of increasingly complex and downscaled models. Documenting, understanding and implementing quality assurance and quality control processes that are responsive to heterogeneous sensor data will be critical if they are to be used for modelling. Modellers are not only users of sensor data, but can also help to inform the sensor community by identifying existing modelling uncertainties, sensitivities, and constraints that could benefit from improved empirical data, so as to guide what, when and where sensors should measure. Ultimately, data from both sensors and models provides evidence to policy decision-makers, hence the role of stakeholders and their interaction with the scientific community is a vital area for discussion in this context.

1.2. Approach

This paper presents the potential benefits and opportunities available to the modelling community through improved adoption and integration of sensor technologies. For the purpose of this paper, we use the term ‘data’ to specifically identify raw and unprocessed observations specifically, and ‘information’ to illustrate data that has undergone validation, quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) and (objective-based) interpretation to be used for decision making. Finally, as ‘Big Data’ does not have a concise and generally accepted, scientific definition to date (the moving target presented by defining a volume of data that is pushing the boundaries of current processing capabilities), we adopt the widely used definition by Doug Laney and applied by industry (e.g. SAS, 2015), which stipulates ‘Big Data’ as being determined by the three Vs, volume, velocity and variety. These three aspects are important when monitoring a wide variety of data and are therefore highly relevant to the purposes of this paper.

We discuss cases in which models may benefit from large datasets emerging from new sensor networks, particularly in terms of increased model accuracy through better calibration/validation and global uncertainty/sensitivity analyses (Saltelli et al., 2010), while also benefiting groups designing, deploying, and analysing data from sensor networks. Fig. 1 presents a conceptual framework in which both the sensing and modelling communities play integral roles in information science, with this science ultimately operating within and informing policy. Critically, missing from this conceptual diagram are the details of data management, processing and flows.

The environmental monitoring community produces data that are subject to QA/QC, which then could be used on their own as empirical data related to environmental processes. However, data could also flow to the modelling community as inputs and calibration and validation points for modelling. The combination of quality data and a validated conceptual model that incorporates state of the science understanding of environmental and disease processes can be explored via simulation, scenario, and global sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to produce information relevant for policy and planning. In this framework, we acknowledge that all measurement data are subject to error, and can benefit from QA/QC to filter the data for errors and anomalies leading to the use of models for data synthesis. Models can also vary in complexity

Fig. 1. A conceptual model for sensor-model integration illustrating the complex system required for the development of evidence and data based action (e.g. policy development and implementation). The central role of information (factors, interpretation, values, uncertainty, transformation and context) is highlighted. Here, information is also depicted as input to the modelling stage, e.g., to reduce the size of ‘Big Data’ by extracting only data with high information value for the question being asked (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Lazer et al., 2014; Galelli et al., 2014; Convertino et al., 2014, 2015). Information in general and the policy questions to be assessed in particular include value judgements (Voinov et al., 2014). This can affect the interpretation of data, for instance by identifying priorities and setting the context for analyses. A robust science-policy interface (Reis et al., 2012) can establish trust in data and information generated by sensors and models. This is essential, as transparency and traceability of data flows and processing methods are key requirements to assess the quality of data. Such science-policy interfaces need to reflect stakeholders’ conceptual and mental models (alternatives, preferences, utility, and drivers) embedded in decision science frameworks, integrating those (mainly) qualitative models with (quantitative) biophysical models and decisions (see Wood et al., 2012; Boschetti, 2015 and Section 7).
and accuracy, however, even spatial and temporal smoothing of data can serve as a useful, yet relatively simple, form of model to aid in visualizing temporal trends and spatial gradients relevant to many environmental processes. The combined use of data and models at different spatio–temporal scales can serve to identify scale-dependent and universal relationships between potential causal factors and outcomes of interest.

Conceptual models can be extended to be more sophisticated, coupling separate sub- or component models of pollutant emissions, fate and transport, multiple routes of exposure and dose–response relationships to assess health impacts, and might utilize a variety of sensor data to inform the processes and relationships coded into each sub model. At different points in our model framework, there are uncertainties in the sensing, data collection, and modelling processes that ultimately affect the confidence with which we are able to apply information to the planning and policy process. Thus, the information required should ultimately be the driver of any step, rather than what raw data can be generated, and global sensitivity and uncertainty analyses can guide information creation and model and surveillance network design. We are guided by the following key questions, which are addressed in the remainder of the paper:

1. How can modellers best make use of the ‘Big Data’ emerging from current and next-generation smart sensor networks? (Section 2)
2. What are the key challenges for model-sensor integration across temporal and spatial scales? (Section 3)
3. Can model-sensor integration improve the quantification of uncertainty by addressing issues of precision and accuracy in current exposure assessment techniques for health impact assessment? (Section 4)
4. Can integrated model-sensor approaches improve understanding of the associations and causality of environmental determinants for human health effects? (Section 5)
5. What are the critical research questions and knowledge gaps that can improve progress with model-sensor integration? (Section 6)
6. How can sensor and model outputs be best communicated to a wide variety of potential decision makers and stakeholders? (Section 7)

While answering these questions in detail is outside of the scope of a single paper, we will provide examples of applications and approaches which can contribute to a better, more comprehensive integration of sensors and models in the subsequent sections.

2. The emergence of ‘Big Data’ and what it means for modelling

One of the most important questions posed by the advent of ‘Big Data’ that integrate modelling and smart sensors is: How can modellers make best use of the additional data? In order to answer this question, we discuss the potential paradigm shift precipitated by the availability of ‘Big Data’, we examine the potential benefits ‘Big Data’ offers to the field of modelling and we highlight the importance of considering the implications of ‘Big Data’ on quality assurance and control processes.

2.1. How can smart sensor networks change the game

Today’s earth systems science is an archetype for how sensing and modelling systems might be integrated in near real-time. Global climate models are available and interconnected with sensing data systems, and are currently used for science and policy purposes. Satellite and surface-based measurement campaigns have adopted standards and recognized practices for data collection, metadata documentation, production of data products and access to data and products via the Internet (e.g., U.S. Geological Survey Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GE OSS) atmospheric, land cover, land- and sea surface temperature, albedo, and other remotely sensed products, National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) databases for global surface monitoring data).

The aforementioned standards and practices are critical, due to the volume of data that is produced by these sensing systems and the speed with which they become available. For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Earth Observing System and Data Information System (EOSDIS), as of September 2013, contained 9.8 petabytes of data and served 1.7 million users (EOSDIS, 2014).

Consequently, the modelling community has incorporated these data. The MM5 Community Model (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5) and Community Multi-scale Air Quality Model (CMAQ, http://www.epa.gov/AMD/Research/RIA/cmaq.html) meteorology and air pollution modelling groups routinely make use of existing monitoring data, both for model input, calibration, and validation. Moreover, these groups routinely develop solutions to the challenges of sensor fusion and the merging of data collected from different instruments with different spatial and temporal scales and resolutions, and as a result they are able to up/downscale their models to best fit available data and answer policy questions. The hydrological sciences provide another example in which there are already large datasets and initiatives underway to develop data-driven modelling methods, such as the Panta Rhei – Change in Hydrology and Society initiative (http://distart119.ing.unibo.it/pantarhei/).

While established Earth System Modelling (ESM) demonstrates that even complex data-model coupling is possible, new, rapidly developing movements like Smart Cities and Citizen Science are potentially game-changing in terms of the amount, variety, and improved spatial temporal resolution of sensor data that can potentially be integrated into models. Urban processes, such as roadway traffic, are already monitored regularly using sensors, producing data useful for traffic demand management. Unlike the aforementioned ESMs, there is great potential to couple these real-time data with real-time models to create “closed-loop” control systems, allowing for sensed data to result in immediate actions (Hilty et al., 2014). Although this has yet to be fully realized, some applications, such as congestion-driven road and parking pricing schemes, are candidates to employ models based on real-time traffic sensor data. Next-generation semi and fully autonomous vehicles may also rely heavily on sensor systems for efficient routing and collision avoidance.

Additionally, citizen crowdsourcing of information is now commonplace. Some examples that many may be familiar with include internet-based services, such as the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS, http://www.mersenne.org/) or the internet-based protein folding activity Foldit (http://fold.it/portal/). Similar examples are used widely by the general public, for instance Yelp (http://www.yelp.com), where users both provide and make use of reviews of restaurants and other establishments, or the online retailer Amazon, which provides users with peer-reviews of items for sale. A range of crowdsourcing efforts for environmental variables, including weather, traffic, noise, radiation, and air quality has recently emerged. The Safecast group (http://blog.safecast.org/) is an example of a citizen sensing project aimed at collecting environmental data that emerged in response to the concerns about radiation exposures after the earthquake of March 11, 2011, in Japan and catastrophic system failure at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The UK Biological Records Centre (BRC) utilises citizen science based on mobile applications to conduct country-wide surveys on ladybird occurrence (http://www.ladybird-survey.org/).
The large numbers of mobile device users provides additional opportunities to quantify the time-location patterns of many individuals, which in the past has been a challenge for exposure assessment. While there are ethical concerns related to privacy, increasingly, mobile users are allowing third parties access to their location data when there is perceived value in doing so. The increasing use of location-based services (e.g., map and navigation applications, such as Google Maps and Apple Maps), nearest friend (e.g., Foursquare) and service-finding applications (Uber, Next Bus, bank ATMs, etc.) are examples of such cases.

While the above systems illustrate the pervasiveness of modern sensors and computing that are producing huge amounts of data, many are proprietary, have not been designed with model integration in mind, and lack the standards and protocols (Laniak et al., 2013) to enable them to be coupled with other sensor data or models. Enabling the successful use of such data in order to achieve scientific breakthroughs will depend on approaches taken towards the accessibility, integration and analysis of large datasets (Horsburgh et al., 2009).

### 2.2. How can models benefit from ubiquitous sensing

Models are often viewed as ‘black boxes’ that obscure complexity and lack transparency, instead of ‘tools to think with’ (Mcintosh et al., 2007). However, models should be seen as technologies that can help in any step of the scientific process of understanding and solving complex systems problems. Considering the current advancements in theory and computational power, models should be seen as virtual reality technologies for a global system science in which sensors serve the fundamental sensing function for (i) understanding system dynamics, (ii) early detection and response to system malfunctions, and (iii) building resilient systems via enhanced adaptive management approaches that learn from past events and associated decision alternatives. We particularly emphasize the primary roles of physically-based systems models — for instance based on reaction-diffusion-dispersal processes and information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Vespignani, 2012; Quax et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2011) — versus statistical/data-driven models (Wu et al., 2014b) for robust investigation of causal relationships between the environment and populations and system design to minimize systemic health burdens.

The additional data provided by ubiquitous sensing will enable both physically-based and data-driven models to be calibrated and validated over a wider range of inputs and outputs, thereby increasing model performance. In addition, these data will enable new information and relationships to be discovered using data-driven modelling and analysis approaches. In many instances, there will be more data than can be utilised by physically-based modelling approaches, and data-driven approaches can be used to extract the information that is locked up in these large datasets (Galelli et al., 2014). This information can be used to enhance understanding, develop predictive and forecasting capability and improve physically-based models (Maier et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2014a).

### 2.3. The importance of data quality assurance and quality control with increasingly dense and complex sensor networks

QA/QC processes are critical to the dissemination and utilization of sensor data, but are also highly dependent on the application and the perceived or real-harm that might arise from public use of the data. First, recognizing that all measurement is prone to some degree of error, the quality of sensors used and the data produced should be documented. Second, data that fall outside reasonable ranges should be identified through the QA/QC process. However, this can be challenging with new emerging sensor deployments, for which it may be difficult to distinguish between data that are erroneous and data that are correct but have never observed before, because previous measurements were too sparse to identify extreme values and stochastic phenomena. Third, modellers will need to consider how measurement error may affect the error of their model predictions.

The public has become accustomed to forecasts of phenomena, such as skiing conditions, precipitation and typhoon storm paths and generally has an understanding, developed over time, of the reliability of this information without requiring a public disclaimer each time this information is disseminated. Hence, the public is disinclined to seek remedy when forecasts prove to be flawed and the public experiences inconvenience or loss because of actions undertaken in response to these forecasts. QA/QC are typically undertaken by those providing the technical analysis and simulation modelling behind the forecasts in the form of a comparison with alternate models and analytical approaches. While expert analysts may have their own internal metrics of what constitutes acceptable deviation from parallel forecasts, ideally, more quality data will help modellers identify models that produce valid forecasts.

The dissemination of erroneous data can cause real harm or could be used against the agency reporting the data in future litigation. In places where litigation is a common means of resolving resource management or protection conflicts, this real or perceived concern may limit the willingness of potential data providers to share. One example of addressing this issue is with hydrologic time series management software, which is capable of performing continuous error processing of real-time sensor data and taking data censoring actions based on an established set of rules and procedures. Although this does not entirely eliminate the human factor in data processing, it does make this more efficient and significantly reduces the processing time leading to dissemination of real-time sensor data. There are a number of commercial software vendors such as Kisters Inc. (http://www.kisters.net/) based in Germany (WISKI and HYDSTRA) and Aquatic Informatics in Canada (AQUARIUS), as well as public agencies such as the US Army Corps of Engineers (DATAVUE), that offer real-time quality assurance processing capability.

### 3. Key challenges associated with issues of scale

As more data become available from sensors, the scales at which measurements are made potentially change. This will require rethinking about the scales, the objects and processes we model. It will also require creative thinking about fusing data available at different scales, which may potentially change the scale of inference we make on environmental processes.

#### 3.1. Spatio-—temporal resolution

Applied challenges, such as the prediction of the associations, causes or consequences of environmental pollution for global health, require interfacing of phenomena that occur on very different scales of space, time, and managerial organization (Levin, 1995). However, patterns that are unique to any range of scales will have potential unique causes and biological consequences. The key to prediction and understanding lies in the elucidation of
mechanisms underlying observed patterns. Typically, these mechanisms operate at different scales than those on which patterns are observed; in many cases, patterns are better understood as emerging from the collective behaviours (interactions) of smaller scale units coupled with scale-dependent constraints. Examination of such phenomena requires the study of how pattern and variability change with the scale of description, and the development of laws for simplification, aggregation, universality and scaling. With such laws, it is easier to move from one scale to another and from one region to another without the necessity to run the model multiple times. In general, a priori there is no single spatio—temporal scale or resolution at which population health issues should be studied. Whereas disease usually affects the individual, public health challenges require different approaches. The scale and resolution of analysis should be related to the objective of the problem of interest, considering the scale of validity of control strategies. However, scale should always consider the population as a whole in solving complex system issues and detecting ‘true’ causality and connectivity among system components (Rose, 1985; Helbing, 2013).

3.2. Coupling and integration

The integration of satellite and ground-based sensing provides an example of how data and models can be coupled at different spatio—temporal scales. Because of the different types of measurements obtained by different sensor networks implemented at distinctive spatial and temporal scales, multi-sensor integration is often desirable for environmental health applications, including air pollution monitoring. One of the main limitations of ground-based air pollution sensors is their sparse spatial distribution. In contrast, geospatial data products derived from space borne sensors provide spatially explicit ‘Big Data’ on a variety of pollutants, including NOx, SO2, CO, methane, ammonia, volatile organic compounds, and particulate matter (Duncan et al., 2014). However, current air-pollution measurements from satellite-borne sensors also have significant limitations, including data gaps resulting from clouds, limited temporal resolution, and lack of information about the vertical distribution of many pollutants (Duncan et al., 2014). Models are frequently used to link these observations across spatial and temporal scales, with the aim of leveraging the strengths and minimizing the limitations of each type of sensor. For example, statistical modelling can be used to develop interpolated maps that blend spatially continuous aerosol optical depth (AOD) data with more precise local measurements of PM$_{2.5}$ from ground-based sensors (Puttaswamy et al., 2014). Process-based chemical transport models can also be used to derive conversion factors that translate satellite-based AOD observations into ground-level PM$_{2.5}$ values, allowing estimates to be derived in areas where ground-based monitors are sparse or non-existent (Van Donkelaar et al., 2010). As novel ground-based and satellite sensors are developed, they will provide new opportunities for multi-scale sensor integration, but will also present conceptual and computational challenges requiring the extension of current models and the development of new modelling approaches.

3.3. Nesting and dynamically moving between systems at different scales

The use of hierarchical systems models and compartmental model nesting using a single model has become more ubiquitous with the advent of improved numerical techniques that allow efficient transfer of flux and pressure boundaries within regional models to form new boundary conditions for small scale, more highly disaggregated models. This is also true considering the advancement of a socially and computationally driven global system science (Convertino et al., 2014, 2015; Helbing et al., 2015). This has paved the way for some of the coupling and integration activities described in Section 3.2 (for details on conceptual approaches for model integration see Argent, 2004a,b; Kelly et al., 2013). The advantages of nesting models and different scales can be both computational and political. Stakeholder involvement in decision making and in the modelling process has long been sought not only as a means of improving models over time, but also to ensure that these models get used effectively for decision support (McIntosh et al., 2011) at all levels of analysis. Changing the scale and improving the resolution of a model to the point that stakeholders start to recognize the characteristics of their own system in an airshed, catchment or landscape can yield significant long-term benefits to the decision-making process by increasing the potential for early stakeholder buy-in to the decision making process. Stakeholders rarely have the technical skills to understand the nuances of the complex modelling tools being applied, but will often respond when presented with data or information that they are familiar with at a scale that allows them to evaluate its accuracy. Engagement even at this level can positively influence trust later in the resource management process. Such engagement can also be leveraged with the quantitative incorporation of stakeholder preferences via stakeholder belief assessment models in a direct and/or indirect way.

4. Addressing precision, accuracy, uncertainty and relevance in integrated model-sensor systems

As more data become available from sensor systems, questions arise as to variations in the precision and accuracy of different sensor instruments between different sensor platforms or networks, and whether data and the models that utilize these data are suitable for a specific intended purpose. Personal sensors are able to provide immediate and relevant data for instance related to physical activity and mobility, and enable the generation, as well as derivation of location-based information on environmental factors.

4.1. Precision vs. information content — rethinking instrument and data quality

Air quality measurement provides an example for considering sensor data quality and information content. A frequently stated view is that all air quality instruments, whether used as part of static networks or for personal exposure monitoring, should perform at a level equivalent to the reference instruments used for compliance, a principle enshrined in many legislative and regulatory contexts (e.g., in the EU Air Quality Directive 2008/50/EC). To establish and maintain a network of instruments based on this premise can be extremely expensive, a consequence of which is that fixed site networks are currently extremely sparse, with e.g. only 109 sites currently active in the UK (http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk). This raises several issues. The first, obvious one, is whether, given that major pollutant emission sources are related to traffic emissions, such fixed sites are (or can ever be) a true indicator of the spatial and temporal variability likely to be present in air quality. The answer, in most cases, is probably no. For example the UK, in its assessment of air quality compliance, places increasing reliance on physical and statistical models. The second, increasingly pressing and arguably more profound issue, given the advent of low cost air quality sensors and air quality sensor networks and the advent of highly sophisticated but efficient air quality models, is whether adherence to the ‘equivalence’ principle for air quality measurements, dominated by consideration of instrument accuracy and precision, is any longer the optimum approach.
Data assimilation, where various observations are combined, often with models, to produce optimal solutions, have been widely used (e.g., for determination of regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or vertical profile retrieval of GHGs) and recently applied for human exposure assessment in urban regions (Schlink and Fischer, 2014). While instruments must have well quantified error characteristics, the discussion is now centred on information content, and how this could be optimised by suitable deployments of instruments and networks (Convertino et al., 2014, 2015). The issue is no longer just ‘how good is an instrument’, but ‘have we placed it where it provides maximum information?’ Translating this to the context of low cost sensors, the question is whether a relatively poor measurement in the correct place can provide more useful information than a high precision measurement sited incorrectly. Recognising that sensors can be readily deployed as networks, the issue is whether information can be obtained by exploiting the higher density of measurements. There is an increasing body of literature suggesting that while this question is not fully resolved, low cost sensors and sensor networks have an increasing role to play (Schimak et al., 2010; Perelman and Ostfeld, 2013; Diaz et al., 2013; Austen, 2015). It has to be noted that information content is a function dependent on the relevance of data to one or multiple objectives of stakeholders involved in the decision-making process. The trilemma of model relevance, accuracy and uncertainty can typically be solved numerically using global sensitivity and uncertainty analysis methods (Muller et al., 2011), but stakeholder engagement should always be present.

There has also been discussion about whether low cost sensors and sensor networks should displace high precision instruments. There are strong arguments against this, both for historical reasons for ensuring continuity of data records, and because there are strong synergistic advantages in running low cost and high quality measurements (integrated using numerical models) side by side. However, there is a strong argument that the discussion should move away from purely considering the accuracy and precision of individual instruments towards assessing the information content of integrated measurement networks (including low cost as well as high precision instruments) and modelling systems.

4.2. Sensing individual activity and its relevance for health impact assessments

The increasing pervasiveness of personal computing devices has created new opportunities for sensing individual activity, which is relevant for estimating human exposures to environmental conditions (Schlink et al., 2014) and characterizing health-related responses that may be associated with exposures. The mobile phone is the most common of these devices. Network service providers collect data on the time-location patterns of their mobile phone subscribers. In terms of precision, service providers typically know the location of their subscribers to the nearest cell tower. For Global Positioning System (GPS) and Wireless Network (WiFi)-enabled smartphones, handset manufacturers are collecting more detailed time-location data on the users of these devices. GPS systems are fairly accurate in outdoor environments, and are able to locate individuals to within city-block distances <30 m. Furthermore, assisted-GPS (aGPS) uses both cellular and WiFi-networks to improve location estimation in outdoor, as well as indoor, environments. In addition, as mentioned before, various smartphone apps that offer location-based services have the capability to record the time-location patterns of their users. Aside from the mobile phone, many wearable personal monitoring devices are now available that can measure a variety of physiological and health-related parameters, including those related to motion, muscle activity, cardiovascular health, respiration, perspiration, temperature, glucose, brain activity, emotion and affect, diet, sleep quality, and vision. Some of these parameters, e.g., motion, heart rate, diet, and emotion, can be determined via mobile phones. The quality and usability of these devices are improving rapidly, and efforts are already underway to promote better standards for data collection and the use of metadata within the academic community.

The analysis of human time-activity patterns and disease has benefitted from previous ecological modelling of animal populations, including classic predator-prey, biogeographic, and metapopulation models that are spatially and temporally explicit (Loos et al., 2010). Already, mobile phone data have been used to parameterize population movement networks (Barabási, 2005), relevant to the spread of malaria (Wesolowski et al., 2012). The coupling of monitored personal time-activity patterns with modelled air pollution concentrations has improved the characterizations of air pollution exposures (Dons et al., 2011; Engel-Cox et al., 2013; Steinle et al., 2013, 2015; Schlink and Ragas, 2011), and in some cases, has incorporated physiological sensing, such as energy expenditure, to improve exposure estimates (de Nazelle et al., 2013). In addition, recently Citizen Scientists have begun leveraging population mobility and mobile phone data to conduct air pollution monitoring (http://aircasting.org).

5. Integrated modelling of human and environmental health

In this section, we discuss how integrated model-sensor approaches can improve the understanding of associations and outcome-driven causality of environmental determinants for human health effects. Various models have been used for this purpose, in particular for associating toxicological and systems’ information to epidemiological patterns. At one end of the spectrum statistical epidemiological models identify correlations (i.e., “associations”) between environmental exposures and disease outcomes. These models are particularly important because the biological mechanisms for many diseases are not completely understood. Yet, strong statistical associations between environmental exposures and health outcomes can motivate health protective policies. The regulation of particulate matter air pollution is an example where our understanding of disease mechanisms is not yet clear, but the epidemiological evidence of the association between PM$_{2.5}$ and cardiovascular mortality has led to ambient air quality standards. A common pitfall of association studies is the occurrence of exposure mis-specification, as most measurements are not individual-specific and this can make the results insignificant and/or biased (Begg and Lagakos, 1990).

At the other end of the spectrum are more mechanistic and dynamic multi-compartment models that discretize populations into susceptible, exposed, diseased (i.e., infected for infectious diseases) and recovered subpopulations (Rothman et al., 2008). Such models rely on data for estimating non-physical transition rates among compartments, lack a spatial component, and very rarely are coupled to environmental and agent-causing disease compartments whose information can be derived from integrated models (Convertino et al., 2014, 2015; Rinaldo et al., 2012; Helbing et al., 2015).

Regardless of whether the goal is to utilize modelling for human health risk assessment or for health impact assessment, there are great opportunities to leverage the emerging sensor system data to improve estimates of micro-environmental levels of hazards and estimates of human mobility and time-location patterns — collectively these can improve exposure assessment science. Improved exposure estimates for individuals can be linked to ‘Big Data’ (e.g., electronic medical records), as well as emerging fields of biomed- ical science, such as exposomics, as discussed below. In addition, physiological sensing data from wearable sensors may improve our
understanding of pre-clinical effects of exposure, enhanced by model-data fusion, for instance taking into account high resolution meteorological information (Johansson et al., 2015).

5.1. Missing link for association and causality

A criticism of statistical epidemiologic models is their focus on identifying association, while causality remains difficult to assess, despite the fact that many information theoretical and physical based models have been developed recently for dissecting spatio-temporal correlation time series more deeply than with traditional statistical models. Models, such as, for instance, transfer entropy models (Villaverde et al., 2014), maximal information-based nonparametric exploration models, and global uncertainty and sensitivity analysis models (Saltelli et al., 2010) are able to explore lags in space and time of data considering variable uncertainty and any combination of variable dependency, creating non-linear variations in the monitored output, that is, for instance disease incidence. These models embrace the idea that interactions of factors matter much more than single factor effects in shaping population health trajectories, thus traditional factor ranking based on one-time sensitivity analyses has limited validity and applicability. Note that such models can also provide predictions and can screen variable importance and interaction before any physical-based model is built. They can inform the design of modelling systems beyond the analysis of causality in data. Perhaps the most relevant aspect of sensors to these spatio-temporal predictive models is that there is the potential for sensor data to improve our understanding of the timing and context for exposures to a particular hazard or mixtures of hazards, confirming that exposures precede disease, and are not confounded by other competing risk factors to improve causal inference. Finally, it is important to recognise that the strength of causality is always a function of the stated objective, rather than a universal value valid across any domain and temporal scale of analysis if scaling analysis is not performed.

5.2. ‘Big data’ and exposomics

Future environmental health models may obtain relevant information for decision making through several linkages to ‘Big Data’, e.g. using web technologies (Vitolo et al., 2015). One very likely linkage involves the increasing movement of clinical data to electronic medical records (EMR). EMRs have the potential to greatly improve our ability to access and query populations to compare the health outcomes of individuals living in different environments with different environmental exposures.

Another possible direction for health modelling involves ‘Big Data’, not at the population level, but rather at the individual-level. There is a small but emerging subculture, the Quantified Self movement (http://quantifiedself.com/), who are individuals interested in collecting large amounts of behavioural health data about themselves. Empowered by personal sensor devices, these Quantified Self persons may collect gigabytes of data over several years about their physical activity levels, time-location patterns, etc., for the purposes of understanding behavioural patterns and optimizing efficiency in their life. Individual-based dynamic models may be helpful in understanding these patterns.

Advances in the biomedical sciences have enabled the new field of exposomics (Wild, 2005; Rappaport, 2011), which aims to understand, through biology, the mixture of exposures to different environmental hazards throughout an individual’s stages of life. As the methods within exposomics are refined to the point where an individual’s environmental exposures can be characterized (from analysis of biological samples), there will likely be an increasing need to model the relationship between these biological exposure factors to exposure factors outside of the body, such as behaviours and environmental processes that can be more appropriately dealt with through environmental policies and planning.

In each of these ‘Big Data’ examples, and with sensing in general, the prospects for exciting new data-integrative modelling must still be balanced with the practicalities and need for ethical use of sensitive data. For instance, in the U.S., there are federal laws that govern the disclosure of protected health information in electronic medical records. In addition, for data from individual-level sensing and exposure biology, the ethical concerns regarding what can and cannot be inferred from disclosure remains largely unexplored.

6. Models and data at the science-policy interface

Key for successful science-policy interaction is to establish the science-policy interface to include all aspects of the policy decision development cycle: starting from issue framing, in the adequate institutional setting, building of trust is an essential step. Salience and timing of the scientific evidence agreed upon within the science community and presented to policy stakeholders are equally important to ensure uptake.

In the case of transboundary air pollution, long-term monitoring activities and developing modelling capability have supported the framing of the issue and delivered robust data to derive salient policy information. A crucial role in communicating risk quantification concepts and providing input data for integrated assessment modeling (IAM) has been fulfilled by the application of both sensor networks and models documenting the environmental fate and effects of air pollution. IAMs integrated this information and – by providing high-level summary evaluations of different policy options – highlight the cause for action and the costs of inaction. The institutional setting provided by, for instance, the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe’s (UNECE) Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) has been essential both in building trust between different scientific fields, and between science and policy stakeholders. The flow of information is not unidirectional from science to policy: the explicit and implicit values expressed by national and international political processes find their way into the priority setting process for modelling and research, and the valuation of different, at times conflicting, policy targets (Voinov et al., 2014).

Much of the success of CLRTAP in integrating science and policy can be attributed to scientific results, assessments, and technological solutions, forming an integral part of the agendas of negotiating meetings. Scientists are present in negotiation meetings, and policymakers participate in scientific meetings and thus can make sure that the science remains focused on the needs of the policy process. Such meetings typically start with an update of the available science and end with further requests to scientists (Reis et al., 2012).

7. Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we have outlined a number of exciting developments within environmental sensing that offer new opportunities for data-intensive modelling, particularly involving the incorporation of ‘Big Data’ from sensors and health-related datasets. The variety of both sensor and model systems is too large to provide a comprehensive review; however, we have attempted to provide useful examples in which sensor systems have been integrated with models, as well as sensor systems producing data that have not been modelled, and models that may benefit from sensor data. There are real challenges related to data QA/QC, metadata, standards, and spatio-temporal scaling (Schimak et al., 2010) that will require continual development in the upcoming years as models and sensor systems are increasingly integrated. With such integration across
different dimensions (Hamilton et al., 2015), there is the possibility to better understand uncertainty, and to improve model predictions, particularly in the estimate of human exposures to environmental hazards, which is a fundamental step in human health risk assessment and health impact assessment. Particularly exciting will be the development of systems that so tightly couple real-time sensor data with models, that they produce information that actively engages with the public and informs stakeholders (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010; Boschetti, 2015) towards improving public health in a seamless and transparent manner – true ubiquitous sensing and computing. Here, recent developments for instance in the development of Geospatial Information Infrastructures (Diaz et al., 2013) provide useful examples and can inform progress towards integrated environmental modelling (Laniak et al., 2013). At the same time, the motivation for integration needs to be clear and demand driven, to avoid the emergence of ‘integration’ (Voinov and Shugart, 2013), i.e. integrated models which have become too complex and convoluted to be transparent or useful.

‘Big Data’ and sensors are without doubt hot topics in the scientific community, as recently illustrated by the discussion of ‘Big Data’ in relation to public health (Khoury and Ioannidis, 2014; Fung et al., 2015) and the spotlight on the use of low-cost sensors for crowd-sourced air pollution data in developing countries (Austen, 2015). In order to move forward and realise the substantial (potential) benefits offered by embracing these concepts, we identify these key research areas:

1. Developing metadata and access standards.
2. Understanding and developing QA/QC frameworks for sensor data that are adaptable to different purposes, and informative to modelling applications.
3. Continuing to develop improvements in modelling architectures for working with data of different spatio–temporal resolutions.
4. Continuing to develop improvements in the coupling of model systems with sensor systems for real-time control.
5. Improving ‘Big Data’ science, including data management, access, fusion, and analytics.
6. Addressing the ethical challenges of balancing privacy with data accessibility to improve public health.
7. Improving partnerships between Citizen Science, Community Crowdsourcing, and other public data collection campaigns to improve the quality of sensing data and their usability for open source modelling.
8. Examining the differences and potential disparities between developed versus developing country adoption of sensor technologies, and their impacts on modelling of environmental health processes.
10. Demonstrating robustness and establishing trust in information generated from integrated modelling and ubiquitous sensing data.

This list is not exhaustive, but highlights the key areas we identify as critical for a better integration of models, sensors and stakeholders with the ultimate objective to provide better information for evidence based decision making. In closing, it is important to highlight the potential ethical challenges for integrated sensor-model systems, for instance in relation to personal data privacy and individual autonomy (Vayena et al., 2015). While some of these challenges are not novel and well known in the context of public health and data use, others are new and emerging due to the recent advances in the capabilities of sensors and models.
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